We show that there is a fermionic minimal model, i.e. a 1+1d conformal field theory which contains operators of half-integral spins in its spectrum, for each c = 1 − 6/m(m + 1), m ≥ 3. This generalizes the Majorana fermion for c = 1/2, m = 3 and the smallest N =1 supersymmetric minimal model for c = 7/10, m = 4. We provide explicit Hamiltonians on Majorana chains realizing these fermionic minimal models.
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The classification of the unitary minimal models of conformal field theory in 1+1 dimensions [1] [2] [3] [4] is one of the triumphs of theoretical physics in the late twentieth century. It was a milestone in our understanding of universality in critical phenomena.
As is well-known, the central charge is of the form c = 1 − 6/m(m + 1) for an integer m ≥ 3. The simplest case m = 3 is the critical Ising model with c = 1/2 and the next case m = 4 is the tricritical Ising model with c = 7/10. Starting from m = 5, there are at least two distinct models, called the A-type (or the diagonal) modular invariant and the D-type modular invariant; for m = 5, they are the tetracritical Ising model and the critical 3-state Potts model, respectively. Finally, there are exceptionals when m = 11, 12, 17, 18, 29 and 30. The operators of these models have integer spins. In this sense they can all be called bosonic.
Let us recall that the critical Ising model can be transformed to a free massless Majorana fermion via the Jordan-Wigner transformation [5] . They are almost the same, so much so that careful distinctions were not routinely made in the old literature. We stress that they are distinct: the theory of Majorana fermion has an operator of spin 1/2, while the Ising model does not. Similarly, the unitary minimal models with N =1 supersymmetry were classified, and the smallest nontrivial example has the central charge c = 7/10, the same as the tricritical Ising model [1, 6] . It is also known that this supersymmetric minimal model is obtained from the tricritical Ising model by the Jordan-Wigner transformation and can appear in a strongly interacting Majorana chain [7] .
We can summarize these old observations as saying that we have fermionic minimal models when m = 3 and 4. It is then a natural question to ask whether there are fermionic minimal models with higher m. The pur-pose of this short note is to answer this question positively. We first provide a construction of fermionic minimal models by taking the bosonic minimal model, coupling it with the low-energy limit of the Kitaev chain, and gauging a common Z 2 symmetry. We then provide explicit lattice realizations of fermionic minimal models by presenting a systematic construction of Majorana chains from quantum spin chains which give rise to bosonic minimal models at criticality.
Before proceeding, we note that there recently appeared a paper [8] with some overlap, which focuses on a special subset of m where the chiral algebra can be extended by an operator of half-integral spin.
ANALYSIS IN THE CONTINUUM

General analysis
We will first review the argument of [9, 10] , which allows us to turn a 1+1 dimensional bosonic theory with non-anomalous Z 2 symmetry into a fermionic theory, by coupling it to the low-energy limit of the Kitaev chain and gauging a common Z 2 symmetry. This method is a simplified version of the ideas developed in higher dimensions [11, 12] .
Let us consider a 1+1d quantum field theory A with a non-anomalous Z 2 symmetry. We would like to study the Hilbert space of states on S 1 , which can be either untwisted or twisted, depending on whether we introduce a twist by the Z 2 symmetry around the spatial S 1 . The untwisted and the twisted states can then each be decomposed into states even and odd under the Z 2 symmetry. We present this decomposition in Table I, orbifold, or performing the gauging, by this Z 2 symmetry. The untwisted sector of the theory D consists of the even sector of the original theory A, coming both from the untwisted and the twisted sector of A. We can also assemble the odd sector of the original theory A, both from the untwisted and twisted sector of A, into the twisted sector of the theory D. This means that the states on S 1 of the theory D are as shown in Table I . We easily see that the theory D also has a Z 2 symmetry, and the orbifold of the theory D by this Z 2 regenerates the theory A [13] . This Z 2 gauging is known to be a generalized abstract version of the Kramers-Wannier transformation.
To prepare for the next operation, which is a generalized abstract version of the Jordan-Wigner transformation, let us recall the property of the low-energy limit of the Kitaev chain [14] . This is a fermionic chain, and the lowest energy state on S 1 is non-degenerate. The state has (−1) F = +1 when the fermion is antiperiodic around S 1 , and has (−1) F = −1 when the fermion is periodic around S 1 . The partition function of the low energy limit is ±1 and is known to give the Arf invariant of the spin structure of the 1+1d surface. Let us consider the Kitaev chain to be coupled not just to the spin structure but also to the Z 2 symmetry, by declaring that the Z 2 charge equals (−1) F , and that the Z 2 twist is added on top of the intrinsic twist of the fermions.
We now consider the theory A × Kitaev, and take the orbifold of the common Z 2 subgroup. Let us call the resulting theory F . It has the decomposition of states as shown in Table I . For example, the states in the antiperiodic sector can be understood as follows. These are Z 2even states in the A × Kitaev theory, where we need to include both the untwisted and the twisted sectors. The untwisted sector clearly gives S. The Z 2 -twisted sector of A × Kitaev is the tensor product of the Z 2 -twisted sector of A and the Z 2 -twisted sector of Kitaev. Since the intrinsic fermionic twist of the Kitaev theory is antiperiodic, the additional Z 2 twist makes it periodic. The unique ground state of the Kitaev theory then is Z 2 odd and (−1) F = −1. Therefore the Z 2 -even part of the Z 2 -twisted sector of A × Kitaev consists of V .
We can also perform the same operation against the theory D, by considering the Z 2 -orbifold of D×Kitaev.
The decomposition of states of the resulting theory, which we callF , is also shown in Table I . We note that F andF are related simply by exchanging the assignment of (−1) F in the periodic sector. Or equivalently, we haveF = F × Kitaev.
We can summarize the relation of four theories A, D, F andF in the following diagram:
Application to the unitary minimal models
Let us now recall the well-known fact that the Dtype modular invariants are obtained by a Z 2 orbifold, or equivalently a Z 2 -gauging, of the A-type modular invariants [15] . This means that we can apply the general method explained above to produce fermionic minimal models. The well-known expressions of the A-type and D-type modular invariants give the untwisted sectors of the theory A and D, i.e. S + T and S + U , respectively. The twisted sectors can then be obtained by a modular transformation. They can also be obtained from the general results of [16] . Either way, we obtain S, T , U and V as explained in the previous section, which allows us to find the spectrum of the fermionic minimal models. We note that the fermionic minimal models constructed from the A-type and D-type minimal models differ only in the assignment of (−1) F in the periodic sector, so we choose not to distinguish them in the following.
The explicit expressions for S, T , U and V are as follows. We denote the irreducible Virasoro characters at c = 1 − 6 m(m+1) by χ r,s . We set p = m + 1 and q = m when m is even, and q = m + 1, p = m when m is odd. This is to make p always odd and q always even. We then let 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 and 1 ≤ s ≤ p − 1.
The conformal weight L 0 of χ r,s is then given by L 0 = (pr−qs) 2 −1 4pq
. This set is redundant because of the two- 
where we abused the notation and identified a state space and its character; a ≡ b is the equality modulo 2. We note that the parity of r ≡ q/2 for U and r ≡ q/2 + 1 for V is correlated to the spin of the states being integral or half-integral.
The spectra for m = 3, 4, 5 are shown in Table II . We used for Z 2 -even primaries and σ for Z 2 -odd primaries; those with larger L 0 have more primes in the superscript. The operators in S, T , U all have integer spins, while the operators in V all have half-integral spins. For m = 3, 4, we have U = T , meaning that there is no distinction between A-type and D-type models. For m = 5, U = T , and the A-type model and the D-type model are distinct.
For m = 3, is the free fermion with spin 1/2; for m = 4, is the supersymmetry generator in the fermionic model; for m = 5, is the W 3 generator and exists in the untwisted sector of the D-type model. The pattern repeats itself. We find that the chiral algebra of the D-type model for m ≡ 5, 6 mod 4 has a W-generator of integer spin, and that the chiral algebra of the fermionic model for m ≡ 3, 4 mod 4 has a Wgenerator of half-integral spin, as was mentioned in [8] .
ANALYSIS WITH THE SPIN CHAIN
General analysis
Let us begin by recalling the Jordan-Wigner transformation of a spin-1/2 chain [17] . We consider a circular chain with sites labeled by a positive integer i, each hosting the local Hilbert space C 2 . We denote the local Pauli matrices as σ (i)
x,y,z , and consider the on-site Z 2 symmetry generated by σ z , so that the global Z 2 charge is given by σ (i) z . The Jordan-Wigner transformation is given by the following relation
This is a non-local transformation, but maps local operators to local operators when restricted to Z 2 -even and/or bosonic operators. To see this, we note that any Z 2 -even operator can be generated from σ
, and that they are mapped by the Jordan-Wigner transformation as follows:
Let us now show that this mapping reproduces the general analysis in continuum theory when we consider a circular chain of N sites. If we impose the boundary condition ψ (2N +1) = ±ψ (1) , then the relation (4) is slightly modified when i = N to be
The right hand side should equal σ (N )
. This means that whether the original spin chain is untwisted or twisted is determined by the product of the relative sign between ψ (1) and ψ (2N +1) and the global Z 2 charge i σ (i) z . It is also clear that the global Z 2 charge agrees with the fermion number i ψ (2i−1) ψ (2i) . This explains the mapping of states between the original theory A and the fermionized theory F .
We now note that the relation between the theory F and the theoryF can be realized at the level of the fermion chain by the shift ψ (i) → ψ (i+1) . Indeed, when the boundary condition is given by ψ (2N +1) = sψ (1) where s = ±1, the fermion number operator after the shift is
This means that the fermion number assignment gets reversed only in the periodic sector.
Application to the unitary minimal models
To obtain a Majorana chain realizing the fermionic minimal models, we simply need to take a realization of ordinary bosonic minimal models on the spin-1/2 chain with the manifest Z 2 symmetry, and perform the Jordan-Wigner transformation.
This method is well-known to work for the Ising model and the tricritical Ising model. There are two apparent obstacles to generalize this construction to higher minimal models: i) Most of the known bosonic models realizing the ordinary minimal models higher than these are defined on a chain of "spins" larger than 1/2. That is, they are realized on a generalized spin-chain such that each site has the state space C k with k > 2. ii) Some of these known bosonic models do not have manifest Z 2 symmetry, while the Z 2 symmetry only emerges in the long-range limit (see, e.g., [18] ). While we currently do not have any solutions to the second point, the first point can be easily circumvented.
Suppose we are given a spin-chain Hamiltonian realizing a higher minimal model with an explicit Z 2 symmetry such that the state space at each site is C k . We pick an integer so that we can embed C k ⊂ (C 2 ) ⊗ , i.e. we represent one site of the original spin chain in terms of a unit cell consisting of sites of the spin-1/2 chain. It is clear that this can be done in a way preserving the Z 2 symmetry. When k is not a power of two, we have 2 − k unnecessary states after the embedding, but they can be removed by adding to the Hamiltonian a local term which gives a very large energy to these unnecessary states. Then the low-lying states before and after the embedding into the spin-1/2 chain are effectively the same, and eventually we will have a local Hamiltonian on the spin-1/2 chain with a manifest Z 2 symmetry realizing the higher minimal model.
Let us illustrate this procedure by taking the 3-state Potts model. The standard Hamiltonian realization of the 3-state Potts model is on a spin chain with each site having C 3 , with the basis |A , |B , |C , acted on by the clock and shift operators Z : |A → |A , |B → ω |B , |C →ω |C , X : |A → |B → |C → |A (7) where ω = e 2πi/3 . The Hamiltonian is then
where J and f are parameters, and the Z 2 symmetry is generated by |A → |A , |B ↔ |C at every site. The model becomes critical when J = f . We now embed C 3 to (C 2 ) ⊗2 by choosing
This preserves the Z 2 symmetry. We also note that we have one unnecessary state |D i := |↑ 2i−1 |↓ 2i . This state can be removed by adding to the Hamiltonian
with a huge positive coefficient U . Using (9), we can rewrite the terms of the Hamiltonian of the 3-state Potts model using Pauli matrices as follows:
The 3-state Potts model is thus translated to a model on a spin-1/2 chain constructed from σ z and bilinears of σ x,y [19] . Performing the Jordan-Wigner transformation on this spin-1/2 chain results in an interacting Majorana chain consisting of two-, four-, six-, and eight-Majorana terms on multiple sites. As the critical 3-state Potts model gives the m = 5 D-type modular invariant, the corresponding Majorana chain at criticality (J = f ) will give the m = 5 fermionic minimal model. One can also do the Kramers-Wannier transformation on the same spin-1/2 chain, which will end up with another spin-1/2 chain whose critical point corresponds to the m = 5 A-type modular invariant, i.e. the tetracritical Ising model.
• It is better to choose the initial wavefunction to have no overlap with |D D|, so ramdomMPS(sites) should better be avoided. In our case we can simply use MPS(InitState(sites,"Up")).
The ITensor code is given at the end of the Supplementary Material. It is a simple modification of a combination of the sample codes available on the ITensor website [20] .
Low-lying spectrum of the converted 3-state Potts model
Here we show that the low-lying spectrum of the converted 3-state Potts model is exactly equal to that of the original 3-state Potts model, for a sufficiently large U . To see this, we note that the operator |D i D| i , for each i, commutes with the converted Hamiltonian H (22) . Therefore we can simultaneously diagonalize H together with all of |D i D| i . The sector where k of |D i (i = 1, . . . , N ) are occupied has energy of order U k + O(1)N . Now we take U N . Then, all states whose energy is of order at most N have all |D i states unoccupied. For these states the Hamiltonian (22) reduces to the Hamiltonian of the original 3-state Potts model, and therefore have exactly the same energy eigenvalues. auto ampo = AutoMPO(sites); for(int j = 1; j <= N; ++j){ int i=2 * j-1; ampo+=f * 0.5 * 2,"Sz",mod(i+1,2 * N); ampo+=-f * 0.7071067811865475 * 4,"Sx",i,"Sx",mod(i+1,2 * N); ampo+=f * 0.7071067811865475 * 4,"Sy",i,"Sy",mod(i+1,2 * N); ampo+=-f * 0.5 * 4,"Sz",i,"Sz",mod(i+1,2 * N); ampo+=-J * 0.375 * 4,"Sx",mod(i+1,2 * N),"Sx",mod(i+3,2 * N); ampo+=J * 0.375 * 8,"Sx",mod(i+1,2 * N),"Sz",mod(i+2,2 * N),"Sx",mod(i+3,2 * N); ampo+=-J * 0.125 * 4,"Sz",mod(i+1,2 * N),"Sz",mod(i+3,2 * N); ampo+=-J * 0.25 * 4,"Sz",mod(i+1,2 * N),"Sz",mod(i+2,2 * N); ampo+=-J * 0.125 * 8,"Sz",mod(i+1,2 * N),"Sz",mod(i+2,2 * N),"Sz",mod(i+3,2 * N); ampo+=-J * 0.25 * 4,"Sz",i,"Sz",mod(i+3,2 * N); ampo+=-J * 0.5 * 4,"Sz",i,"Sz",mod(i+2,2 * N); ampo+=-J * 0.25 * 8,"Sz",i,"Sz",mod(i+2,2 * N),"Sz",mod(i+3,2 * N); ampo+=J * 0.375 * 8,"Sz",i,"Sx",mod(i+1,2 * N),"Sx",mod(i+3,2 * N);
